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02|Visit to amsterdam

A DAY OUT

In AMSTERDAM

Well what a splendid day!
Fr Johannes has been saying prayers for the weather for weeks now and a team of helpers have
been praying that he be strong in his prayers - it worked! The sun shone on the canals and our
laughter rang out across the water. We were shown some of the major attractions of Amsterdam
- the Rijks and Hermitage museums, Westerkerk and Anne Frank’s house - but the real highlight
was, for many, the little houseboats parked up along the quayside. How glorious to be able to tend
to your flowers as you bob up and down in great Dutch style.
Then the luxury of some free time, a map of the city and discounts across town. It was a treat to
have time to relax with friends, go shopping and watch the world go by. I expect the suitcases of
the Harskamp are now filled with flowers, stroopwafels and clogs ready for our return home.

#maltacamp2014

03|VISIT TO AMSTERDAM

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

04|TEAM BELGIUM

#maltacamp2014

Tomorrow’s photo competition
‘Fun with friends’

Photos to: maltagossip2014@gmail.com

06|DISCO TENT

The ULTIMATE
CAMP PLAYLIST
Calling all countries and budding DJs.
This week we want to make a superstar
hit list. We need all country, as well as
staff teams (logistics, liaisons etc) to
decide what would make for the best
holiday camp party, ever.
ONE SONG PER TEAM
Email us: maltagossip2014@gmail.com

#maltacamp2014

07|Meet the teams

Where
would visit if in the capital of...The Czech Republic
Prague

Your ideal day would consist of visiting Prague castle, the official residence and office of the President. After visiting the castle, another must-do is a walk over Charles Bridge, which crosses the Vltava river. The capital city is also
famous for its homemade beer companies and the Strahov Monastery, a Norbertine abbey which offers serene views.

Where
would visit if in the capital of...Bosnia and Herzegovina
Sarajevo

Tourists should visit Saint Joseph’s Church because it is stunning. In Sarajevo, there are also many historic shops
and different traditional foods which are nice to check out. It’s a city with lots of tradition and you can really see that
when you visit the Academy of Fine Arts.

Where
would visit if in the capital of...Hungary
Budapest

The parliament building in Budapest is really nice to visit as a tourist because it’s simply one of the most beautiful
buildings in the world. Budapest is divided into ‘Buda’ and ‘Pest’ by the river Danube that runs between the two
sides. The parliament building is on the right and the beautiful Buda castle faces it.

maltagossip2014@gmail.com

08|NEW FRIENDS

FUNSTERDAMMERS
JACUB SULEWSKI
Guest, Poland
I mostly loved all the
boats. I could get used to
living on one, I think.

ELEK BENEDEKE
GUEST, ROMANIA

Sailing over the Prinsengracht
(Prince’s canal) was my
favorite part of the boat trip.
I love history so seeing all the
old buildings was fascinating.
I also went shopping and made
use of the discounts: bought an
Amsterdam t-shirt, coffee mugs
and key chains. (giggles)

#maltacamp2014

MELI WEBER
GUEST, Germany

I’m a big fan of water. I
don’t live near the water in
Germany so I loved being on
the water and seeing all the
canal houses, they’re so picturesque. I’m also looking
forward to trying to myself
an orange dress.

KRISTYNA BITTMANNOVA
GUEST, CZECH REPUBLIC
I mostly enjoyed the shopping. I have to admit, I’m a
bit of shopaholic. It was also
special to see a boat which
was cleaning the canals. It
was filled with bikes that
were dumped in the canals.

Chiara Bonatti
Helper - ITALY

KIRSTY STANFORD
GUEST, GREAT BRITAIN

Walking around the flower
market was my favorite
bit. I bought so many flowers I think the weight of my
luggage has doubled

I thought everything about
the Amsterdam day was
great. I’m constantly meeting new people, that’s my
favorite part of the camp. I
hope it will open new doors.

Lorenz Rubner
Helper - Team GERMAnY

Rossano GeneralI
GUEST - ITALY

My favorite bit was the
boat ride, mostly because
my guest enjoyed it so
much. When he’s happy,
I’m happy.

The boat trip was fantastic,
it was so great to be able
to see so much of Amsterdam in one go. I also truly
enjoyed the flower market

